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Board Position: Manager Rep.

Board Meeting Date: April 25

News to Share Since Our Last Board Meeting: Got to meet and talk to 2 of our Representatives Smucker and Representative Guy Reschenthaler

New or Big Ideas: (Brief description of exciting new ideas you are hearing about from state leaders, SNA members, allied organizations, industry partners, etc.)

I was able to attend LAC. On a scholarship. What an exciting conference! We got to hear Sonny Perdue speak and he was telling us that they were going to relax some of the requirements for a smaller school and small districts not to require at least a 2yr degree. Also, they were looking at adding more commodities for a farm to school products.

Chapter Meetings: Snapa 12.6 .18 at Solanco We heard Kelly talk about a Produce university and what she learned while attending. 03.07.19 Snapa at Columbia we had a mushroom grower at the meeting and they showed us the way mushrooms grow and the way’s we can introduce them in our menu. 03.14.19 We had a dine out fund raiser for Snapa Scholarship fund. I believe we were able to raise $63 to be sent into the fund. 04.17.19 end of Year banquet, we had Congressman Smucker and representative Dave Hickernell in attendance. They spoke to us a bit about the effect that we had on the lunch shaming law and how our voices were heard. We were able to have a question and answer session with them it was very well received.

Other Meetings Attended: (Brief description of meetings with other organizations, committee meetings, national or regional meetings, etc.) LAC. wow what can be said. It was awesome and I got to see how we can make a difference and how we decided what was important to us as a group.